HOME EDUCATION
ACADEMIC ASSESSMENT

Administrative Code 3301-34-04

(1) The parent(s) shall send to the superintendent an academic assessment report of the child for the previous school year at the time of supplying subsequent notification.

(2) A written narrative indicating that a portfolio of samples of the child’s work has been reviewed and that the child’s academic progress for the year is in accordance with the child’s abilities.

The written narrative shall be prepared only by:

An OHIO certified teacher

ACCORDINGLY:

I hereby indicate that a portfolio of samples of
______________________________’s work has been
(students name)
reviewed and that______________________________’s
(students name)
academic progress for___________________is in accordance
(school year)
with______________________________’s abilities.
(students name)

______________________________
Printed Name of certified teacher  ______________________________
Teacher’s Signature

______________________________
Educator’s State ID Number